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My English Words 
A Resource for English Language Learners (ELL/ESL)
Builds vocabulary, conversation, and writing fluency

Junior High to Adult

Teaching with My English Words

My English Words contains high-frequency words and expressions in a compact 
format that is handy to carry or keep on a desk.  ELL students can easily add a word 
to the book, and will remember it because they’ve written it down themselves. Each 
student’s book becomes personalized as new words are added to suit individual needs.

At first, some students might need only a few, very basic words. They might start by 
concentrating on the first 10 pages, which include vocabulary for basic greetings, 
parts of the head and body, clothing, colours, days and months, seasons and weather, 
and numbers. On the alphabet pages, starting on page 24, beginning students might 
choose to highlight, underline, circle, or check off words as they encounter them. As 
their language confidence grows and their vocabulary builds, they will refer to other 
words and pages. My English Words is designed to be used by the same student from 
one language level to the next. It is helpful in the classroom and outside of school.

At the beginning of a task, or at the beginning of the day, the teacher can ask all 
students to take out My English Words and keep it nearby for reference. They can 
independently look for a word or expression, or a classmate or teacher can quickly 
point it out. If they want to add a new word, they can write it in the space provided. 
For example, a student can find helicopter on page 36. Can’t find hairbrush? Add it to 
page 36.

My English Words includes tips for finding words with tricky beginnings, such as 
sugar, phone, and use. Can’t decide whether to write pray or prey? Turn to page 47 for a 
brief explanation beside each of these sound-alike words.

My English Words can support your lessons in many ways. Here are a few teaching 
ideas to get you started:

Topic Page Basic Lesson Extension

Basic phrases 1 Practise conversations. Discuss new phrases. For example, 
rather than say No, thank you, some 
people say I’m good, thanks.

Parts of the head 2 Label the diagram. Add new words, such as ponytail, 
braid, or shave. Explore idioms, such 
as I’m all ears.
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Parts of the body 3 Label the diagram. Add new words, such as thigh. 
Explore idioms, such as I need to get 
this off my chest.

Clothing 4-5 Label the diagrams. Add new words, such as toque. 
Explore idioms, such as Keep this 
under your hat.

Colours 6-7 Using the matching pencil 
crayon, shade in the 
corresponding bubble -- or 
draw a design.

Describe colours precisely. Examples 
for green: apple, grass, jade, olive, pea, 
celery. Explore idioms, such as I’m 
tickled pink.

Days and months 8 Write the date of your 
birth. I was born on Tuesday, 
May 22, 2001. What is 
today’s day and date?

Plan a month or a year on a calendar.

Seasons and 
weather

9 Describe today’s season 
and weather.

Share typical weather in students’ 
home countries. Explore idioms, such 
as Every cloud has a silver lining.

Numbers 10 Draw a number line. Label 
it with number words

Physically arrange students in a 
line to understand first, second, etc. 
Explore idioms, such as I’m at sixes 
and sevens.

Time 11 Practise telling the time. Discuss elapsed time, such as In two 
hours what time will it be? Explore 
idioms, such as We have some time 
on our hands.

Money 12 Count money with 
coins and bills. Practise 
conversations.

Discuss bank and retail situations, 
including in-person and online. 
Explore idioms, such as I can get by 
on a shoestring.

Job hunting 13 Practise conversations. 
Discuss previous 
experience and 
qualifications. Discuss 
dream jobs.

Add new words, such as lunch 
break. Role-play interview and job 
situations. Write covering letters and 
resumes. Explore idioms, such as She 
will quickly learn the ropes.

Digital 14 Discuss technology. Look 
for helpful websites and 
apps.

Discuss online safety and etiquette. 
Discuss online abbreviations, and 
how they are inappropriate for 
formal writing. Practise typing with 
fingers in the correct position.

Health 15 Role-play health care 
scenarios. Review vital 
information that a doctor 
needs, such as an allergy or 
medical condition. 

When should you go to a walk-in 
clinic, make an appointment with a 
doctor, go to emergency, or call an 
ambulance? How do you pick up a 
prescription? Explore idioms, such as 
I’m as fit as a fiddle.

Entertainment, 
restaurants, and 
shopping

16-17 Role-play individual and 
group scenarios.

Discuss movie reviews and age 
ratings, tipping at a restaurant, and 
reading a menu or a supermarket 
flyer.

Topic Page Basic Lesson Extension
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Sports, fitness, 
and leisure

18 Act out various activities. 
Explore terms such as 
game, win, lose, tie, score, 
goal, coach, player, team, 
foul, and penalty.

Discuss rules, techniques, and 
equipment. List indoor/outdoor, 
summer/winter, or team/individual 
activities. Research favourite 
athletes. Sketch and label a bike. 
Explore idioms such as That was par 
for the course.

Animals 19 List house pets, zoo 
animals, farm animals, 
and wild animals. Sketch 
animals and label features 
such as horns, feathers, 
wings, beak, talon, antennae, 
and tail. 

Share typical animals in students’ 
home countries. Discuss features of 
animal groups. For example, what 
are the traits of an insect? What is 
its life cycle? Explore idioms such as 
I need a cat nap.

Food 20-21 Discuss meals, nutrition, 
and food preparation. 
What is the difference 
between roasting and 
frying? Discuss words such 
as picnic and snack.

Share recipes. Share typical 
food preparation in students’ 
home countries. Discuss holiday 
meals. Read food labels. Discuss 
composting, recycling, and reusable 
containers. Explore idioms such as 
This is not my cup of tea.

Feelings and 
behaviour

22 Describe your feelings and 
behaviour right now. What 
does it mean to be in a 
good mood, blue, or out of 
sorts?

Role-play feelings, behaviour, 
gestures, and expressions for 
different situations. Describe people 
in photographs and drawings. 
Describe fictional characters and real 
people in the news. Explore idioms 
such as He is the salt of the earth.

The five senses 23 Describe a setting that you 
can see right now, or an 
object that you can see and 
pick up.

Touch, smell, and describe an item 
in a paper bag. Listen to sounds and 
describe them. Taste and describe 
food samples.

And 24-25 Practise joining phrases 
and sentences, and making 
lists, such as I need apples, 
oranges, and bananas.

Edit your writing. Remove some 
instances of and. Avoid beginning a 
sentence with and.

Bad 26 What does each bad 
synonym mean?

What are appropriate uses for bad 
synonyms?

Beautiful 27 What does each beautiful 
synonym mean?

List beautiful things and situations.

Big 27 What does each big 
synonym mean?

List big animals (walking, swimming, 
and flying).

But 27 Practise joining phrases 
and sentences.

Avoid beginning a sentence with but.

Cold 29 What does each cold 
synonym mean? Discuss 
winter in Canada.

What are appropriate uses for cold 
synonyms? What does it mean to 
catch a cold or behave coldly?

Topic Page Basic Lesson Extension
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Fun 33 List fun activities. Play a game. Learn a song. Dance!

Good 34-35 What does each good 
synonym mean?

What are appropriate uses for good 
synonyms?

Gotta, gonna 35 Explain proper use of have 
to, going to, etc.

Discuss casual speech versus 
writing.

Happy 36 What does each happy 
synonym mean?

What makes you feel happy?

Hot 37 What does each hot 
synonym mean?

What are appropriate uses for hot 
synonyms? For example, consider 
weather, a stove, and spicy food.

Mad 41 What does each mad 
synonym mean?

What are appropriate uses for mad 
synonyms? Consider crazy and angry.

Nice 43 What does each nice 
synonym mean?

What are appropriate uses for nice 
synonyms? 

Sad 50 What does each sad 
synonym mean?

What makes you feel sad? 

Said 50 Role-play synonyms for 
said.

Explore conversations that would 
be appropriate for variations of said. 
Learn about quotation marks.

Small 52 What does each small 
synonym mean?

List small animals (flying, walking, 
and swimming). 

So 53 Practise using so as 
an adverb and as a 
conjunction.

Avoid beginning a sentence with so.

Then 55 How does then differ from 
than?

Limit the use of then to begin a 
sentence.

Wanna, woulda 59 Explain proper use of want 
to, would’ve, etc.

Discuss casual speech versus 
writing.

Walk 59 Role-play synonyms for 
walk.

What character or creature might 
walk each way? 

Parts of speech 62, 
64-69

Learn basic parts of 
speech.

Parse sentences. In more detail, 
investigate pronouns, conjunctions, 
prepositions, and verbs. Act them 
out.

Capitals 63 What is the job of a capital, 
or upper-case, letter? 

Find capitalized words in this book, 
or in other text. Separate them 
into lists for place names, special 
days, etc. Examine a sentence or 
paragraph without capitals, and add 
them.

Punctuation 70-71 What is the job of 
punctuation marks? 
Discuss possession on 
page 53.

Examine a sentence or paragraph 
without punctuation, and add it.

Topic Page Basic Lesson Extension
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Printing and 
cursive writing

72 If a student’s first language 
uses a different alphabet 
or form of writing, then 
practise printed and 
cursive signatures.

Practise printing a sentence and 
copying it in cursive.

O Canada Inside 
back 
cover

Learn to sing “O Canada.” What are the symbols on this page? 
What do the anthem’s words mean?

Map of Canada Back 
cover

Label the map with names 
of provinces and territories.

Add capitals.

Other lesson ideas:
•	Vowels and consonants.
•	Search for homophones,such as buy, by, and bye; or there, their, and they’re; or 

forth and fourth.
•	Search for crazy spellings. When does “gh” sound like “f ” and when is it silent? 

Examples: enough, fight.
•	Look at four and forty.
•	Practise the various sounds for “c,” “ch,” and “g.”
•	Examine words that begin with a silent letter, such as knot, honest, and whole.
•	What is the meaning of “milli”? Examine milligram, millilitre, and millimetre.
•	Why is neighbour sometimes spelled neighbor?
•	Why does slim have a short “i” sound and slime a long “i” sound?
•	Add “s” or “es”for a plural and “apostrophe s” for possession. Make plural 

nouns, including irregular plurals, such as person/people.
•	Find contractions, such as aren’t/are not.
•	Find cultural words, such as Inuit and Kwanza. What words could you add for 

your own family background and traditions?

Topic Page Basic Lesson Extension

Thank you for not copying
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